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Abstract
It is shown that the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken by a constant magnetic










, where B is the magnetic eld, the constant C is of
order one and  = e
2
=4 is the renormalized coupling constant. Possible applications
of this eect are discussed.
1
The dynamics of fermions in an external constant magnetic eld in QED was considered
by Schwinger long ago [1]. In those classical works, while the interaction with the exter-
nal eld was considered in all orders in the coupling constant, the quantum dynamics was
treated perturbatively. In this paper we reconsider this problem, treating the QED dynamics
nonperturbatively. We will show that a constant magnetic eld B leads to dynamical chiral
















where the constant C is of order one and  = e
2
=4 is the renormalized coupling constant
relating to the scale  = m
dyn
.
The essence of this eect is the dimensional reduction D ! D   2 (3 + 1 ! 1 + 1
in this case) in the dynamics of fermion pairing in a magnetic eld, pointed out recently
in Refs.[2, 3]. Actually, we will show that, in Euclidean space, the equation describing





+ V (r))	(r) = 0: (2)





















































We emphasize that we work in the conventional, weak coupling, phase of QED. That
is, the bare coupling 
(0)
, relating to the scale  = , where  is an ultraviolet cuto, is
assumed to be small, 
(0)
 1. Then, because of infrared freedom in QED, interactions
2
in the theory are weak at all scales and, as a result, the treatment of the nonperturbative
dynamics is reliable.
We will consider possible applications of this eect at the end of the paper.











































Besides the Dirac index (n), the fermion eld carries an additional, avor, index a =





transformations (in QED, the 
5
{anomaly does not spoil the conservation of the singlet,
Q
5
, charge). Since we consider the weak coupling phase of QED, there is no spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking at B = 0. We will show that the magnetic eld changes the









(N) and there appear N
2
gapless NG bosons.
The homogeneous BS equation for N
2































































where the BS wave function 

AB






(y)jP ;i,  = 0; 1; : : : ; N
2
 1, and
the fermion propagator G
AB






(y)j0i; the indices A = (na) and B = (mb)




breaks the conventional translation invariance, the total momentum P is a good, conserved,
quantum number for neutral channels [6], in particular, for these NG bosons. Since we
3























































































































The rst term on the right{hand side of Eq.(7) corresponds to the ladder approximation.
The second (annihilation) term does not contribute to the BS equation for massless NG
bosons (this follows from the fact that, due to the Ward identities for axial currents, the
BS equation for the NG bosons can be reduced to the Schwinger{Dyson equation for the
fermion propagator where there is no contribution of the annihilation term [5]). Therefore

































































where, since the lowest in  (ladder) approximation is used, the full fermion propagator
G
AB























































































)). Using the new variables, the center mass coordinate,
R = (x+ y)=2, and the relative coordinate, r = x  y, equation (9) can be rewritten as
~
nm










































































Here the function ~
nm































; , = 0; 1; : : : ; N
2
  1). The important
fact is that the eect of translation symmetry breaking by the external eld is factorized
in the phase factor in Eq.(13) and equation (12) admits a translation invariant solution,
~
nm
(R; r;P ) = ~
nm
(r;P ). Then, transforming this equation into momentum space, we get:
~
nm













































































































jeBj. As we shall see below, this assumption is self{consistent (see Eq.(1)).




in Eq.(14) by the pole contribution
of the lowest Landau level (LLL). In order to show this, we recall that the energy spectrum
of fermions with m = m
dyn













; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (15)
(the Landau levels).Then, by using the identity i tan(x) = 1   2exp( 2ix)=[1 + exp( 2ix)]





















(x) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials, the propagator
~
S(p) can be decom-
posed over the Landau level poles [8]:
~





































































































LLL with n = 0 dominates in the infrared region with p  m
dyn
.
The LLL pole dominance essentialy simplies the analysis. Now
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Thus the BS equation has been reduced to a two{dimensional integral equation. Of course,
this fact reects the two{dimensional character of the dynamics of the LLL in the infrared
region, that can be explicitly read from Eq.(18).
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, where the total momentum P of
NG bosons equals zero. In order to dene the matrix structure of the wave function '(p
k
)
of the NG bosons, note that, in a magnetic eld, there is the symmetry SO(2)SO(2)P,


















This symmetry implies that the function '(p
k



































We begin the analysis of the equation (21) by choosing the Feynman gauge (the general










































































we get (from Eq.(24)) the two{dimensional Schrodinger equation (2) with the potential

























































is the Bessel function). Since  m
2
dyn
plays the role of energy E in this equation and
V (r) is a negative, i.e. attractive, potential, the problem is reduced to nding the spectrum
7
of bound states (with E =  m
2
dyn
< 0) of the two{dimensional Schrodinger equation with
the potential (25). For this purpose, we can use some results proved in the literature. First,
the energy of the lowest level for the two{dimensional Schrodinger equation is a nonanalytic




() =  E() would take the form m
2
dyn
 exp[ 1=(a)] where a is a
positive constant [10]. However, the potential is long{range in our case. Indeed, using the
asymptotic relations for Ei(x) [4], we get:


















; r! 0 (26)
where  ' 0:577 is the Euler constant. To nd m
2
dyn
(), we shall use the integral equation
(24) at p = 0. Then, as ! 0, the dominant contribution in the integral on the right hand


























































where the constant C = O(
0
) remains undened in this approximation. Note that this result
agrees with the analysis of Ref.[11] where the analytic properties of E() were considered for
the Schrodinger equations with potentials having the asymptotics V (r)! 1=r
2
as r!1.
Let us now turn to considering the general covariant gauge (8). As is known, the ladder
approximation is not gauge invariant. However, let us show that, because the present eect







, is the same in all covariant gauges.
Acting in the same way as before, we nd that in the general covariant gauge the wave












































































and formed at small k
2
) is independent of the gauge parameter . Therefore






, is indeed gauge invariant.
This concludes the derivation of Eq.(1) and (2) describing spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking by a magnetic eld in QED.
In conclusion, let us discuss possible applications of this eect. One potential application
is the interpretation of the results of the GSI heavy{ion scattering experiments [12] in which




pairs. One proposed explanation
[13] is that a very strong electromagnetic eld, created by the heavy ions, induces a phase
transition in QED to a phase with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. The observed
peaks are due to the decay of positronium{like states in this phase. The catalysis of chiral
symmetry breaking by a magnetic eld in QED, studied in this paper, can serve as a toy
example of such a phenomenon. In order to get a more realistic model, it would be interesting
to extend this analysis to non{constant background elds.
Another, potentialy interesting, application can be connected with the possibility of the
existence of very strong magnetic elds (B  10
24
Gauss) during the electroweak phase tran-
sition in the early Universe [14]. As the present results suggest, such elds might essentialy
change the character of the electroweak phase transition.
Yet another application of the eect can be connected with the role of iso{ and chro-
momagnetic backgrounds as models for the QCD vacuum (the Copenhagen vacuum [15]).
Also, as has been suggested recently [16], isomagnetic elds in the vacuum of electroweak
left{right models can induce the parity breakdown. Our work suggests that such eld con-
9
gurations may play the important role in triggering chiral symmetry breaking in QCD and
those left{right models.
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